Niish Manidoowag (Two Spirited Beings)
Wapikoni Mobile/ Debbie S. Mishibinijima, 2017.

Synopsis:
Four youths travel Bebamikawe Trail on Wiikwemkoong Unceded First Nation Territory. Two of the
youths are Two-Spirit and discuss the confrontations and acceptance that they have encountered
within their community and how it has affected their ability to experience and learn their culture.

Run Time:
5:46
Suggested Grades:
All grades + adults
The Takeaway/ Learning Objectives:
●
●
●

Learn some of the issues that Two-Spirit youth face in schools and community
Think about how we can act as allies
Understand how colonization affects Two Spirit people in their communities.

Content Flags:
Mention of suicidal thoughts, mentions of ceremony
Keywords:
Anishinaabe, Indigenous, Two Spirit, transgender, non-binary, gender expression, culture
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Pre-viewing Questions:
●
●
●

Where do we learn about gender? Culture, religion, family, school, media, personal
experiences
In what ways are you gendered everyday? Bathrooms, pronouns, clothing, expectations
about what we can and cannot do, or may or may not be interested in
What is Two Spirit? A pan-Indigenous term to describe long traditions of gender and
sexual diversity in Indigenous cultures, that may also include a spiritual or cultural
component. Not all Indigenous people who are queer or trans identify as Two-Spirit.
There are different words, teachings, and beliefs about gender and sexual diversity in
different Indigenous communities. Learn more at
http://www.phsa.ca/transcarebc/gender-basics-education/terms-concepts/two-spirit

Post-Viewing Questions:
●

●

●

What does David mean when saying, “‘cause when you think about it, there’s a lot of
our culture that we’re missing at this point?”
○ Colonization - churches, residential schools, family separations through foster
care, Indian hospitals - has meant some Indigenous languages, words, beliefs,
an practices were lost, or only shared with a much smaller group of people
■ Depending on the group, we can talk about the various ways colonization
has played out - death, separation, banning of certain ceremonies
○ Two-Spirit practices and identities are not as widely known as a result of
colonization: many people didn’t get to grow up with Two-Spirit people in their
communities, because they were in places like residential schools, and because
many Two-Spirit people had to hide their experiences to survive
○ David later says, “If you knew in your heart you were that you were something
other than you were born as, the culture didn’t really mind that, you were just
you”
What challenges do Grey and David describe in their lives?
○ Not being able to use the bathroom at school
○ Not being called the right pronouns
○ Having to advocate for themselves in different settings
○ Being expected to wear a skirt in some spiritual spaces
Why do you think some of the youth say they’re uncomfortable with skirts?
○ For youth who were assigned female at birth, and who do not identify as a girl
(whether as a boy, Two-Spirit, non-binary, gender fluid, agender, or anything
else!), being told to wear a skirt can disrespect their gender identity, especially in
spaces where only people assigned female at birth are required to wear skirts
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Everyone is different and feels comfortable wearing different clothes. It’s
important to be able to express ourselves in a way that feels comfortable,
regardless of our gender identity.
Why do you think Grey and David had different experiences with ceremony?
○ The adults around them had different access to teachings and experiences
about gender; colonization likely has an impact on this
○ They had different levels of support and understanding from the adults around
them
How can we make changes to support gender diversity in our school?
○ Ask and respect pronouns when talking or writing about people
○ Gender-neutral bathrooms and changerooms
○ Gender inclusion in athletic spaces and spiritual spaces
○ Not having teams or groups based on boys and girls
Who do the youth describe as being supportive of them?
○ Grey describes asking an adult in his life to tell teachers about his pronouns
every year. Even then, Grey shares some teachers do not use the right pronouns
for him
○ Grey describes their Elder, Gloria, as creating the space for him to sit with the
men.
This film is very casual; it's not a documentary nor is it packed with statistics. It is
moreso a glimpse into an evening of some youth. What can we learn from this style of
film?
○ Personal experiences of specific individuals
○ That experiences can vary from person to person
○ We may want to consider that what is true for Grey and David may not be the
same for other people. Here’s another resource about what other Two-Spirit
youth have to say, created by a Two-Spirit person, Marie Laing:
https://www.twospiritresearchzine.com/
○

●

●

●

●

Common Questions:
●

If Two Spirit is a tradition in Indigenous communities, why do these youth experience
not being accepted in their culture as Two Spirit?
○ Many Indigenous people did not grow up with Two Spirit traditions because of
colonization (see above)
○ Some Two-Spirit people decide to hide parts of their identities or leave
Indigenous communities in order to survive colonial rules that tried to force every
Indigenous person to be a boy or a girl, similar to binary ideas of sex and gender
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○

from Christian/Western cultures. For example, at residential schools, boys and
girls were separated and wore specific uniforms based on gender
It is taking work to undo this damage in Indigenous communities, including
Two-Spirit people sharing their experiences.

Additional Resources:
●
●
●
●

●

For folks in the Vancouver area, Urban Native Youth Association's 2-Spirit Collective:
https://unya.bc.ca/programs/2-spirit-collective/
An introduction to Two-Spirit, and local and online resources from Trans Care BC:
http://www.phsa.ca/transcarebc/gender-basics-education/terms-concepts/two-spirit
A Two-Spirit zine by Marie Laing: Conversations with Young Two-Spirit, Trans, and
Queer Indigenous People in Toronto: https://www.twospiritresearchzine.com/zine
The Indigenous, Two-Spirit playlist from Out in Schools:
https://outonscreen.com/out-in-schools/film-catalogue/?experiences%5B%5D=indigenou
s-two-spirit-indigiqueer#ois-film-catalogue
A recorded webinar with Two-Spirit speakers reflecting on sexuality and gender,
"Refocusing the Spectrum: Indigenous Reflections on Sexuality, Gender, and Health"
https://www.cbrc.net/refocusing_the_spectrum_indigenous_reflections_on_sexuality_ge
nder_and_health
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